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	While polymer technology forms one of the largest areas of application of microwave technology, and the methods and procedures used therein are among the most developed, there is still a relative lack of published information on the subject.


	Microwave-Enhanced Polymer Chemistry and Technology describes novel approaches to polymer processing using microwave technologies. Coverage includes background and scientific data, analysis of processes and product properties in comparison with existing technology, applications that are being used in various approaches, and the status of current research. Features of microwave irradiation, i.e., solvent-free reactions, low waste, energy efficiency, high yield, short reaction time, and possible use of alternative solvents, can play an important role in the development of green chemistry methods.
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Human Genome Epidemiology, 2nd EditionOxford University Press, 2010

	The first edition of Human Genome Epidemiology, published in 2004, discussed how the epidemiologic approach provides an important scientific foundation for studying the continuum from gene discovery to the development, applications and evaluation of human genome information in improving health and preventing disease. Since that time,...
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M-Commerce Crash Course: The Technology and Business of Next Generation Internet ServicesMcGraw-Hill, 2001
In just a few short years the Internet has evolved from a tool that technologists dabbled with to one that consumers are actively using.  This has radically altered the way business is conducted and set off a firestorm of change and growth in wireless telecommunications.  In this book network expert P. J. Louis offers a technical insider¿s...
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Computer-Enabled Mathematics: Integrating Experiment and Theory in Teacher Education (Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World)New Society Publishers, 2011

	This book addresses core recommendations by the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences - an umbrella organisation consisting of sixteen professional societies in the United States - regarding the mathematical preparation of the teachers. According to the Board, the concept of a capstone course in a mathematics education program...
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Management of Prostate Cancer (Current Clinical Urology)Humana Press, 2004

	This thoroughly updated and revised edition of a widely acclaimed book provides concise and authoritative guidance to today's best therapeutic regimens for the diagnosis and treatment of prostate cancer. The authors explain the trends in diagnosis and mortality, new PSA isoforms for diagnosis, PSA screening, chemoprevention, biopsy...
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A Handbook Of Economic Anthropology (Elgar Original Reference)Edward Elgar Publishing, 2005

	For more than a century, anthropologists have studied the economic lives and institutions of people around the world. The results of their research and reflection on economy have generally stayed within the discipline and have not been available in an accessible form to a broader readership. This major reference book is intended to correct...
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NetBeans: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2002
In NetBeans: The Definitive Guide, you'll find out how to use this IDE to its fullest,
making your Java programming more efficient and productive than ever before. You'll
understand the basics of the IDE, and quickly be utilizing the various editor and explorer
windows. You'll also master many of NetBeans advanced features, and be...
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